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Abstract: This paper presents a hierarchical Digital Twin architecture and implementation that uses real-time simulation to emulate the physical grid and support grid planning and operation. With the demand for detailed grid information for automated grid operations and the ongoing transformation of energy systems, the Digital Twin can extend data acquisition by establishing a reliable real-time simulation. The system uses observer algorithms to process model information about the voltage dependencies of grid nodes, providing information about the dynamic behavior of the grid. The architecture implements multiple layers of data monitoring, processing, and simulation to create node-specific Digital Twins that are integrated into a real-time Hardware-in-the-Loop setup. The paper includes a simulation study that validates the accuracy of the Digital Twin, in terms of steady-state conditions, dynamic behavior, and required processing time. The results show that the proposed architecture can replicate the physical grid with high accuracy and corresponding dynamic behavior.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

The ongoing transformation of the electrical power system towards renewable energies and more decentralized structures is driven by climate change and political decisions. This structural change in power generation is accompanied by the increasing digitalization and automation of the grids. Previously centralized systems with high system inertia are becoming decentralized and replaced by converter-driven systems with high dynamics and many variables influencing the system behavior. In addition, the system operation and grid stabilization focus more and more on distribution grids that integrate a significant amount of renewable energy. The structural change in electricity generation requires a change in the system operation. Key drivers from the field of Industry 4.0 are being transferred and applied to enable the energy transition with digitalization, automation, and modern information and communication technology [1].

The focus is especially on the distribution grids, namely the medium and low-voltage level. Compared with high-voltage transmission grids, these have a significantly lower level of automation. As part of the structural change, intelligent solutions are increasingly being installed and integrated into the control system. The widespread use of IP-based protocols, like IEC 61850 [2] and IEC 60870-5-104 [3], improves the observability of the grid and its state by providing more information about the system. Digital substations that rely on fully IP-based communication offer advantages in terms of system integration, system operation, and IT security [4]. In addition to the process-related advantages, digitalized processes enable investigations and analyses that generate additional values in operation.
that go beyond classic monitoring [5]. Furthermore, transformer stations in low voltage grids are increasingly equipped with integrated measurement devices and provide data for local grid management and for the overlaying control and monitoring processes. Digitized grids thus improve grid transparency by providing measured data for grid operation tasks via communication interfaces. A more detailed and accurate monitoring of the grid state provides the basis for an automated grid operation management of distribution grids.

Due to the change in system dynamics caused by new feed-in and load behavior, distribution system operators will increasingly have to take control of the system. In addition, power overloads and voltage stability problems caused by local power gradients of electric vehicles and heat pump systems will have to be controlled. The large number of controllable plants requires a transition to automated grid management processes [6].

The system’s observability is the crucial factor for the feasibility of all the processes, such as re-powering after failure, switching operations, or performing preventive and curative congestion management. In addition to the actual measurements, which are widely distributed throughout the grid, this also includes the status of the lines and the positions of the switches in meshed or partially meshed grid sections. In the future, a wide variety of heterogeneous data sources will interact with each other and increase the observability of the system [7]. Micro-sensors, intelligent measuring systems, or phasor measurement units can record the status over a wide range of the grid. In addition to knowledge about the grid state, it is also essential to increase the modeling ability of the system. This means grid models that represent the current state are necessary and can be used as test platforms. This includes local monitoring in the form of dynamic observations of different grid and system configurations, as they are used as concepts for DSA tools in the transmission network area [8]. Different test platforms are becoming widely developed to cope with the different challenges posed by the increasing complexities. Real-time (RT) simulation and closed-loop applications are mostly part of the test benches, as they provide the opportunity to connect digital, as well as physical, assets. The focus of the applications varies between plant-specific test beds for wind turbines [9] up to detailed grid simulations [10,11]. Besides the differences in the design and integration of digital and physical assets, the focus is on replicating real-world behavior and providing a platform for development and validation.

The challenges in reproducing the actual grid state lie in processing the recorded data and the comparison with the simulation models. Measured data does not provide any information about the connected systems and can only be used to assess the current state. Essential system parameters of the connected loads and feeds can only be considered via generalized assumptions. But the system behavior of the assets is an essential part of the investigations to enable a correct estimation of automated interventions. The correct mapping therefore requires a high degree of knowledge about the systems connected to the grid.

1.2. Digital Twin Overview and Applications

New grid operation supporting technologies are being developed and deployed within electrical energy systems. Due to the demands of grid state observability in highly automated grids, the concept of Digital Twins (DT) has been adopted into energy systems to increase grid monitoring capabilities [12]. Originally from the industrial sector, DTs describe a virtual representation of a physical system, asset and/or process. Replicating the real systems includes software, hardware, and data integration to provide RT monitoring, controlling, prediction, optimization, and improved decision-making [13,14]. The concept of the DT describes a setup of components to observe a system’s physical behavior and transfer it into a digital replication. The key components include the measurement of the real system, the virtual/digital model of the system, the data transmission between the real and simulated system, and the provided services [15]. An integral aspect of a DT is the online coupling with the physical system, such that the system parameters are continuously adapted and can provide additional information.
The applications in the field of research and development of DTs in electrical power systems include individual components, grid areas, control center applications, and protection technology [16–19]. In [20], a modular framework for implementing a power system DT for operation and planning is proposed. The concept in [21] describes a detailed DT for transformers to estimate the primary measurement values based on the secondary side measurements. In [22], DTs are used for virtual testing of protection systems, enabling verification of the design and performance of individual assets and entire protection systems. The approach also provides cost-effective training opportunities and presents the testing and results of a line distance protection relay using virtual and physical twins of the protection relay. The approach in [23] introduces an anomaly detection model based on DTs for utility gas turbines. Regarding SCADA assistant functionalities, [24] implements DTs to assess contingency mitigation strategies and to support decision-making processes under different system conditions.

1.3. Concept of Hierarchical Digital Twins to Improve Simulation Quality

As described earlier, the observability of the grid forms the essential basis for future developments in distribution grids. Through the provision of essential grid and measurement data as well as computable grid models, planning and operation tasks can be supported. The approach of a hierarchical DT offers the possibility to provide the latest system parameters as an online coupled application.

The developed hierarchical DT comprises multiple components, which together enable the emulation of the actual grid status within a RT simulation. The structure is divided into different subsections related to data acquisition, processing, and simulation. The real-time interface (RTI) is a computing module that processes the measurement data and calculates node-specific DTs containing model and power quality information. As the simulation part, a RT simulation is coupled with the RTI via a Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) configuration. This integrates the node-specific DTs into a higher-level grid simulation and enables data exchange between the model and the simulation. The result is a RT simulation that can be influenced and, due to the hierarchically integrated DTs, represents the grid that is constantly aligned with the real process.

The resulting system provides a more detailed and dynamic representation of the system state compared to traditional state estimation and monitoring systems. In contrast to these applications, the hierarchical DT includes information about the actual state as well as the dynamic behavior of each grid node. Based on models for each node, observers adapt the parameters for loads and feed-ins online during the operation of the grid. In a first implementation, the model focuses on changes in the voltage dependence of the active and reactive power caused by variations in the connected load and the feed-in situation. Due to the RT simulation, this approach enables the creation of digital snapshots of the physical grid and can be used for automated testing of switching, optimization, parameterization, and validation of grid operations. A major property of the approach is the flexible integration of vendor-agnostic RT simulation systems. The proposed hierarchical DT processes all information and provides the node behavior of the grid to a simulation platform. The RT simulation used is a fitting tool to realize the DT of the physical grid, but it can also be replaced by other systems. The focus of the investigation determines which simulation system should be used.

Accordingly, the main contributions of the work consist of the following aspects:

- Extension of measurement data regarding dynamic behavior;
- Continuous online adaption of model parameters with observer algorithms;
- Hardware-in-the-Loop coupled with real-time simulation to provide an online emulation of the physical system;
- Digital snapshots of grid situations for commissioning and operation;
- Vendor-agnostic real-time simulation system for Digital Twin setup.

The following article describes the setup and application of the hierarchical DTs detailed in Section 2. Especially the RT interface is in focus, as it contains essential data
processing and distribution functions. Section 3 highlights data communication as one key function of the entire process. In addition, the observer algorithm and HiL setup are shown in this section. The laboratory setup for the development, testing, and validation of the processes is described in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents the DT results, including graphs of the transfer of steady-state conditions and dynamic behavior to the DT. It also provides an evaluation of the transfer and computation time for the entire process.

2. Setup and Applications of Hierarchical Digital Twins

2.1. System Setup and Communication Links

SCADA systems are complex applications with various functionalities for the monitoring, operating, and assisting of electrical grids [25]. The state estimation function is crucial for monitoring applications as it computes all system state variables from measurements and topology information [26]. However, common state estimation algorithms run as steady-state calculations, which cannot provide a detailed representation of the system dynamics. Although state estimation is a useful tool for monitoring and planning tasks, it is still impractical for the online testing of system operations, since it relies on measurements, and no information on future dynamic behavior is available.

Operating decentralized grid automation requires more advanced system monitoring and estimation functionalities. Future automation functions, such as congestion management, voltage regulation, and operation, require more detailed information to process their optimal operations [27,28]. To address these challenges, the hierarchical DT approach combines algorithms for state estimation, power quality monitoring, and observer-based node modeling with RT simulation in a digital representation of the physical grid. This digital representation emulates the system state using the processed grid measurements and topology information, providing a tunable simulation.

The approach involves various levels of data aggregation and processing to establish the DT of the grid. Figure 1 shows the entire system setup, including the system links.

![Figure 1: Hierarchical DT infrastructure and communication setup.](image)

The system is connected to monitoring systems that provide the data from the physical grid. This monitoring setup is integrated into edge nodes that handle the first step of data processing and distribution. The local high-resolution data is used to compute power quality information and observer algorithms within a DT-Client application. This application forms the basis for the central DT application to align the RT simulation to the physical...
grid state. Due to the setup, additional applications can be integrated into the edge nodes to monitor or control the network.

As a supporting functionality of the setup, a DT Master is implemented to control the DTs of the edge nodes. These node DT-Clients are independent systems that can reflect the system behavior, but they need basic information to adapt their monitoring applications and variables. The DT Master provides this information and enables the initialization and configuration. Because of its centralized functionality for controlling the edge nodes, the DT Master also monitors the status information of the edge nodes.

A communication layer with connections to all major parts of the system handles the interaction between all components. The implementation of the edge nodes and the central communication interfaces are designed to handle different types of data and protocols. The architecture of such structures must be scalable for many observed grids and flexible enough to integrate different types of systems. Because of the paper’s focus on the modeling perspective, the communication layer is not described in detail. Referring to [29], a broker cluster architecture is proposed to integrate all systems into a flexible architecture. External systems can be connected to the communication interfaces to provide additional data or get information from the different applications and DTs.

The DT grid combines the field data from the edge nodes with grid topology and status information to establish a RT simulation aligned to the physical grid. The DT grid is divided into the two main processes of RTI and RT simulation. The RTI is the central platform for data processing into node-specific DTs as the underlying step of the hierarchical structure of the DT grid. Connected via a Hardware-in-the-Loop setup to the RT simulation, the node-specific DTs provide dynamic load and feed-in information for each grid node. The resulting grid DT corresponds to the actual state of the physical grid to provide a monitoring and simulation platform for further investigation. A connected test bed enables the interaction of physical or virtual applications with the DT grid.

2.2. Real-Time Interface and HiL-Coupled Real-Time Simulation

The RTI is a toolchain to create node-specific DTs for integration into the RT simulation. The node DTs contain information about load and feed-in characteristics as well as the dynamic behavior regarding the voltage dependence of the active and reactive power. The RT simulation uses this information to process the grid simulation and provide grid information about grid status such as voltage levels or line load. Using Hypersim from Opal-RT, the RTI enables accurate and reliable simulations of electrical power grids, making it a valuable tool for research and development.

RT simulation is becoming an increasingly common tool for the research and development of electrical power grids across a wide range of topics [30,31]. The scope of the RT simulation can vary depending on the type of simulation being performed. For example, the time step can range from microseconds in EMT simulation to milliseconds in RMS simulation. Regardless of the time step used, it is important that the step size remains consistent for each iteration of the simulation. One of the major advantages of RT simulation is its ability of Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) or Controller-in-the-Loop (CiL), which allows for interaction between the simulation and external processes or devices. This provides a valuable tool to test and analyze the behavior of electrical power systems and to identify potential issues or areas for improvement. The RTI uses a HiL setup to integrate the node DTs into the DT grid. Figure 2 illustrates that principal HiL setup of the components to build the DT grid.

The inputs and outputs of the RTI are connected to the RT simulation, which contains the grid model of the physical grid. Based on the input of load and feed-in information from node DTs, the simulation processes the grid responses and loops back the measured signals. While respecting the RT condition, the node DTs can be included in the simulation and react according to the grid state. In this configuration, the system responds to external triggers or events as a preconfigured simulation. Via the monitoring connection, the results of the RT simulation are fed back into the RTI to compare and validate the simulation.
with the physical grid. The continuous process enables a constant emulation of the actual grid state.

**Figure 2.** Principal HiL setup for coupling node DTs to RT simulation.

In addition to the grid model itself, the accuracy of the DT grid depends on the quality of modeling and accuracy as input of the simulation. Since all load and feed-in information relies on the node DTs, the main process of the RTI is to model and compute the monitoring data. The calculation of the final node DTs is divided into monitoring and calculation functions and as a result is processed into a constant data stream of active and reactive power information for each grid node. The full data processing and provisioning process of the RTI is shown in Figure 3.

**Figure 3.** Real-time interface components and signal exchange.
Nearly all nodes of interest in the considered MV grid are assumed to be monitored with voltage, current, and power flow information. The edge nodes can provide and transmit the required information to the RTI. The monitoring process of the RTI system describes the data analysis of the actual measured grid state. Information about power quality phenomena is condensed into characteristics such as voltage harmonics or flicker. This node-specific information is used to validate the resulting RT simulation by comparing the simulation results. The information is also used to integrate the behavior of the node with characteristics not yet considered in the dynamic model, such as actual measured harmonics. In addition to power quality analysis, a state estimation is continuously performed to estimate missing node data due to missing metering devices or communication errors. The state estimation can also be used to detect bad data or errors in the grid model database to improve the DT grid database.

The calculation function is the second main part for processing the received data into information about the grid and performing system identification for each node. Based on information from the state estimation and monitoring systems, each node is analyzed for status and basic information, such as standard power consumption or feed-in. Available asset information about the type and characteristics of the connected system is also implemented into the node model. These inputs result in an initial setpoint for the observer, which is performed in the last step of this module. To obtain the dynamic behavior of the network node in terms of voltage dependencies, each node is sampled independently. During online operation, the observer obtains the deviation between the output model and the measured signal to continuously process the parameterization of the model. As one of the central applications, detailed information about the implementation and modeling is provided in Section 3.2.

As a result of the monitoring and calculation processes, every grid node is characterized by a dynamic model as well as information about harmonics and power quality properties. In addition to the characteristics, it is important to consider time references for the parameter sets. Especially when transmitted into RT simulation, the time base of the characteristics must be synchronized to each other to guarantee the validity of the simulation. The central database collects all information and forwards it to the HiL interface for RT simulation (see Section 3.1). Node-specific DTs are the aggregation of all gathered information and generate a constant value stream of load and feed-in equivalents for the simulation. The HiL requires secondary functions for validation and synchronization of all nodes to the same time base. During online operation, the observer obtains the deviation between the output model and the measured signal to continuously process the parameterization of the model. As one of the central applications, detailed information about the implementation and modeling is provided in Section 3.2.

As a result of the monitoring and calculation processes, every grid node is characterized by a dynamic model as well as information about harmonics and power quality properties. In addition to the characteristics, it is important to consider time references for the parameter sets. Especially when transmitted into RT simulation, the time base of the characteristics must be synchronized to each other to guarantee the validity of the simulation. The central database collects all information and forwards it to the HiL interface for RT simulation (see Section 3.1). Node-specific DTs are the aggregation of all gathered information and generate a constant value stream of load and feed-in equivalents for the simulation. The HiL requires secondary functions for validation and synchronization of all nodes to the same time base. Furthermore, the HiL coupling must be done with a fitting interface algorithm to avoid oscillations in the system. More information about the HiL setup and interfacing algorithms is described in Section 3.3. The grid basis of the RT simulation itself is configured as equal to the database information. Detected topology events are continuously updated to ensure that the grid state always matches the physical grid. The resulting DT of the distribution grid contains finally the process functions of RTI and the HiL-coupled RT simulation. Due to the hierarchical approach, the simulation platform of the DT grid is interchangeable as its main function is to simulate the pre-processed node and grid information. All grid state information and RT simulation results are available for external use via the database and flexible communication interfaces. Based on internal TCP/UDP communication, the access via standardized protocols such as IEC 61850 [2] or IEC 60870-5-104 [3] can be easily extended.

3. Implementation of Key Components of the Real-Time Interface

3.1. Communication and Signal Exchange

The UDP network protocol is used to connect the RT interface with the simulation environments. The UDP, or User Datagram Protocol, is a simple and efficient communication protocol that allows devices to send and receive data over a network. One of the UDP’s main advantages is its speed. Because it does not require the overhead of establishing and
maintaining a connection, it can transmit data much faster than other protocols such as the TCP.

The UDP transfers data quickly and efficiently between the RT interface and the RT simulation, enabling a more accurate and responsive DT. Another advantage of the UDP is its simplicity. It has a small header and does not require complex handshaking or error checking, making it easy to implement and use. This makes it a suitable solution for prototype application where simplicity and the ability to adapt quickly is important.

In the context of a DT for grid monitoring and simulation, the delays introduced by the UDP will depend on several factors, including the distance between the transmitter and receiver, the speed of the network, and the load on the network. But in general, the UDP is known for having low latency compared to other protocols such as the TCP, because it does not have the overhead of establishing and maintaining a connection and does not perform error checking or retransmitting lost packets. However, this also means that the UDP is less reliable than the TCP, as it does not guarantee that all packets will be received. The impact of this on a DT will depend on the specific requirements of the application, but for the current state, the lower transmission delay is preferred for implementation. However, if reliability is more important at a later stage of development, then the common TCP-based energy protocols may be an appropriate choice as they can ensure that all packets are received [32]. It is also worth noting that the delays introduced by the UDP can be minimized by optimizing the network and the devices transmitting and receiving the data. In addition, implementing strategies such as packet aggregation and compression can also help reduce delays and improve the efficiency of the transmission.

The communication of the RT interface is divided into two signal paths. The first and fast pass directly through processes of the incoming UDP stream via node calculation and grid state monitoring (see Figure 3). This direct data stream is used for time-critical signals, which must process with the lowest possible time delay, like fast voltage events or faults. The usual data path depends on a central database to store and manage the datasets. The structure of the database connections is shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Communication setup with database integration.](image)

The database is designed with two schemas to support efficient data processing. The first schema is responsible for writing incoming field data into the database and retrieving values for the RTI internal processing components. The second schema is responsible for writing the processing results to the database and providing them to the RT simulation. The first schema plays a critical role in data acquisition, allowing the system to collect and store incoming field data in real time. This schema is optimized for fast write speeds to ensure that data is captured and stored efficiently. It is also designed to read data quickly and efficiently for use in RTI’s internal processing components. The second schema is responsible for writing the results of the RTI internal processing components back to the database. These results are then available for use in the RT simulation. This schema ensures that the processing results are easily accessible to the RT simulation. Overall, the two
schemas work together to ensure that data is captured, processed, and made available for use in the RT simulation most efficiently.

3.2. Observer-Based Modeling of Grid Nodes

One of the central applications of the system is the ability to emulate the dynamic behavior of the physical grid within the RT simulation. To achieve this, the node DTs model the voltage and frequency-dependent load behavior of the grid nodes. With the increasing use of power-electronic components, the behavior of the system becomes more complex and cannot be described by traditional ohmic-inductive load characteristics. Therefore, it is important to accurately calculate the grid nodes’ voltage and frequency dependencies to reflect the system’s actual behavior. To accomplish this, each node of the medium voltage grid in the RT simulation is coupled to a model-based node DT. The node DTs are designed to reflect the voltage dependencies of the summarized loads for the underlying low-voltage grid. By modeling the behavior of the grid nodes in this way, the system can accurately reflect the dynamic behavior of the physical grid in RT simulation.

The type and parameterization of the modeling is a key factor in power system analysis [33]. Load models can be classified into the two main categories of static and dynamic ones. Static models are suitable to represent static components such as resistive loads and can approximate dynamic load components. On the other hand, dynamic models provide a much more accurate tool for representing dynamic components due to their time dependency and can also represent multiple dynamic loads within the same model. Dynamic models are based on the system response in the presence of a voltage disturbance, which changes between different conditions [34]. Further, a combination of static and dynamic models are used in practice (e.g., ZIP + IM and the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) CLM). Still, these models show disadvantages, as they cannot represent the behavior of DGs or require a lot of parameters [34].

For online implementation, a model is necessary that can accurately reproduce the loads’ dynamics and has a limited number of parameters, so that online estimation is possible without high computational effort. The exponential recovery load (ERL) model satisfies the requested conditions quite well. Other dynamic load or combined models have considerably more parameters to estimate, which requires an increased computational effort and is contraindicated for a RT implementation [35].

Exponential recovery load model:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dx_p}{dt} &= \frac{1}{T_p} \left( -x_p + P_0 * \left( \frac{U}{U_0} \right)^{a_1} - P_0 * \left( \frac{U}{U_0} \right)^{a_2} \right) \\
\frac{dx_q}{dt} &= \frac{1}{T_q} \left( -x_q + Q_0 * \left( \frac{U}{U_0} \right)^{b_1} - Q_0 * \left( \frac{U}{U_0} \right)^{b_2} \right) \\
P &= x_p + P_0 * \left( \frac{U}{U_0} \right)^{a_1} \\
Q &= x_q + Q_0 * \left( \frac{U}{U_0} \right)^{b_1}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( U_0, P_0 \) and \( Q_0 \) are voltage and active and reactive power consumption before voltage change, \( x_p \) and \( x_q \) are state variables related to active and reactive power recovery, \( T_p \) and \( T_q \) are the active and reactive load recovery time constants, \( a_i \) and \( b_i \) are exponents related to the steady-state load responses, and \( a_1 \) and \( b_1 \) are exponents related to the transient load response.

To efficiently handle Gaussian measurement noise of the input signals, the observer uses a nonlinear Kalman filter algorithm to estimate the state and parameters. Since the ERL can show strong nonlinearity depending on the node characteristics, a Scaled Unscented Kalman filter (UKF) was integrated. The UKF estimates the state of the system based on the discretized equations and measurements of the system. The state vector includes the state variables of the system, such as voltage and power, as well as the unknown model parameters that need to be estimated. The UKF is designed to estimate both the states and unknown parameters simultaneously. Using the UKF, the model can adapt and adjust to
RT system changes. This provides a more accurate representation of the system and allows for a more precise control of the system’s behavior. Overall, using the UKF combined with the discretized equations for the reactive load allows an efficient and effective control of the active part of the system.

The implementation of the UKF follows the formulation by Wan and Merle in [36]. A similar online implementation in [37] has shown good results on a real power system. For simplification, we only assume limited voltage drops (up to 10%) at single nodes such that the measurement update equations for the reactive load allows an efficient and effective control of the system.

The implementation of the UKF follows the formulation by Wan and Merle in [36]. A similar online implementation in [37] has shown good results on a real power system. For simplification, we only assume limited voltage drops (up to 10%) at single nodes such that the measurement update equations for the reactive load allows an efficient and effective control of the system. Overall, using the UKF combined with the discretized equations for the reactive load allows an efficient and effective control of the system.

The algorithm of the UKF is expressed by the following steps, assuming Gaussian noise to compute the sigma points:

1. UKF is initialized as follows:

   \[
   \hat{x}_0 = E(x_0) \\
   P_0 = E \left( (x_0 - \hat{x}_0)(x_0 - \hat{x}_0)^T \right) 
   \]

2. Time update equations are the following:

   a. Computing of sigma points

   \[
   \begin{align*}
   \hat{x}_{k-1}^{(i)} &= \hat{x}_{k-1} + \xi_{k-1}^{(i)} & i = 1, \ldots, n \\
   \hat{x}_k^{(i)} &= \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
   (\sqrt{n + P_{k-1}}) & i = 1, \ldots, n \\
   - (\sqrt{n + P_{k-1}})_{i-n} & i = n + 1, \ldots, 2n
   \end{array} \right.
   \end{align*}
   \]

   b. Obtain priori state estimate and error covariance

   \[
   \begin{align*}
   \tilde{x}_k^{(i)} &= f(\hat{x}_{k-1}^{(i)}, u_k) \\
   \tilde{x}_k^- &= \frac{1}{2n} \sum_{i=1}^{2n} \tilde{x}_k^{(i)} \\
   P_k^- &= \frac{1}{2n} \sum_{i=1}^{2n} \left( (\tilde{x}_k^{(i)} - \tilde{x}_k^-) (\tilde{x}_k^{(i)} - \tilde{x}_k^-)^T \right) + Q
   \end{align*}
   \]

3. Measurement update equations are the following:

   \[
   \begin{align*}
   \tilde{y}_k^{(i)} &= h(\tilde{x}_k^{(i)}) \\
   \tilde{y}_k^- &= \frac{1}{2n} \sum_{i=1}^{2n} \tilde{y}_k^{(i)} \\
   P_{yy} &= \frac{1}{2n} \sum_{i=1}^{2n} \left( (\tilde{y}_k^{(i)} - \tilde{y}_k^-) (\tilde{y}_k^{(i)} - \tilde{y}_k^-)^T \right) + R \\
   P_{xy} &= \frac{1}{2n} \sum_{i=1}^{2n} \left( (\tilde{x}_k^{(i)} - \tilde{x}_k^-) (\tilde{y}_k^{(i)} - \tilde{y}_k^-)^T \right) \\
   \hat{x}_k &= \hat{x}_k^- + \left( P_{xy} P_{yy}^{-1} \right) (y_k - \tilde{y}_k) \\
   P_k &= P_k^- - P_{xy} \left( P_{xy} P_{yy}^{-1} \right)^T
   \end{align*}
   \]

where \( E(x_0) \) is the expected value of \( x_0 \).
The state dynamics and the measurement equation can be provided by discretizing the ERL model using a classical Runge–Kutta method:

\[
x_p(k + 1) = x_p(k) + \frac{\Delta t}{6} \left[ a(k) + b(k) + c(k) + d(k) \right]
\]

\[
a(k) = \frac{\Delta t}{T_e(k)} \left[ -x_p(k) + P_0 \left( \frac{U(k)}{U_0} \right) a_i(k) - P_0 \left( \frac{U(k)}{U_0} \right) a_i(k) \right]
\]

\[
b(k) = \frac{\Delta t}{T_e(k)} \left[ -(x_p(k) + a(k)) + P_0 \left( \frac{U(k)}{U_0} \right) a_i(k) - P_0 \left( \frac{U(k)}{U_0} \right) a_i(k) \right]
\]

\[
c(k) = \frac{\Delta t}{T_e(k)} \left[ -(x_p(k) + b(k)) + P_0 \left( \frac{U(k)}{U_0} \right) a_i(k) - P_0 \left( \frac{U(k)}{U_0} \right) a_i(k) \right]
\]

\[
d(k) = \frac{\Delta t}{T_e(k)} \left[ -(x_p(k) + c(k)) + P_0 \left( \frac{U(k)}{U_0} \right) a_i(k) - P_0 \left( \frac{U(k)}{U_0} \right) a_i(k) \right]
\]

\[
\alpha_s(k + 1) = \alpha_s(k)
\]

\[
\alpha_l(k + 1) = \alpha_l(k)
\]

\[
T_p(k + 1) = T_p(k)
\]

\[
P(k + 1) = x_p(k) + P_0 \left( \frac{U(k)}{U_0} \right) a_i(k)
\]

Notably, the reactive load associated with its active part is modeled with discretized equations.

### 3.3. Hardware-in-the-Loop Real-Time Simulation Configuration

In recent years, RT simulation has become increasingly used together with Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) and its derivatives such as Controller-in-the-Loop (CiL) or Power-Hardware-in-the-Loop (PHiL) [38,39]. In the proposed DT application context, HiL is used to integrate measured and processed data into the RT simulation. In the HiL setup, the DTs are integrated with real components and controllers in a simulation environment. This enables the system to be tested under realistic conditions, with the RT feedback of the system’s performance. This feedback can be used to refine the DT models and to ensure an accurate representation of the physical behavior of the system. The principal idea of HiL coupling between simulation and components is shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Principal concept of Hardware-in-the-Loop simulations; Rest-of-the-System (ROS), Hardware-under-Test (HuT).](image)

In the proposed DT application, the voltage information is generated in the simulation, while the Rest-of-the-System (ROS) describes the grid and load configuration of the remaining grid. The Hardware-under-Test (HuT) is implemented as node DTs from the RTI. The voltage signal from the grid is fed into the HuT, and the resulting current feedback of the DT calculation is provided for the RT simulation.

A time-based coupling of these two independent systems can cause various types of negative effects, such as instability in the simulation part and oscillations between the systems. Different concepts of interface algorithms and compensation methods have been developed to address these phenomena [40–42]. Interface algorithms describe the handling of the data exchange between the simulation and the model or component part, considering a transfer function between the two systems. These algorithms ensure that the
data exchange is done in a stable and efficient manner to prevent instabilities or oscillations. On the other hand, compensation methods are integrated into the simulation system itself to address possible oscillations. For example, one compensation method involves adding a damping factor to the simulation, reducing the oscillations’ magnitude.

An overview of different interface algorithms and compensation methods is provided in [43]. The “Variable Damping Impedance Method” (VDIM) was chosen to integrate DTs into the RT simulation. This method involves the use of an online processed damping factor to reduce oscillations and ensure stability. The principal structure and signal exchange for the VDIM is shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Principle structure “Variable Damping Impedance Method”.](image)

The VDIM approach involves the use of a feedback loop to adjust the damping factor based on the system’s current behavior. This ensures that the damping factor remains optimal for the current system condition and prevents oscillations and instabilities. Due to the knowledge about the grid node’s active and reactive power, the damping impedance can be computed. As a result, this method is very well suited for the integration of DTs.

4. RTI Implementation into a Laboratory Test Bench

4.1. Simulation Setup

To develop, test, and validate the algorithms for the DT grid, a comprehensible and reproducible infrastructure was required. Therefore, a second RT simulation provided by Opal-RT was used to replace the physical grid as the leading system. This setup offered several advantages for development compared to modeling and measuring real grids. The main advantages were the presence of the same model basis in both systems, the possibilities of reproducible test scenarios, and the flexibility of the monitoring systems. Due to having the same model basis, documentation and modeling errors in the grid data could be avoided, and there was no need for an extensive process to correct errors in the grid basis. Furthermore, the simulation of the physical grid enabled the test of different and reproducible events, which cannot be introduced into the real grid. The flexible monitoring system allowed changes in measurement quality to test the stability of the system to signal and communication disturbances.

The additional simulator provided power signals transmitted as real measurements to the RTI and DT grid. These signals were generated by pre-processing functions within the RT simulation to produce the same data as real monitoring devices. This setup allowed testing of the DT grid as if it were connected to a real physical system. The following setup in Figure 7 shows the structure of the laboratory setup.
4.2. Grid Scenario and Focus of Investigations

To implement and test the hierarchical DT approach, an adapted variant of the European CIGRE MV distribution system [44] was modeled in the RT environment of Opal-RT with 50 μs step size. This test network provided sufficient control variables to test each part of the approach and could be evaluated in a comprehensible way due to the small number of nodes. The basic load and feed-in scenario was aligned from the parameterization in [44] and the results show sufficient accuracy. In addition, the operating and monitoring systems were made accessible via an external interface. The overall structure, integrated into a dashboard for displaying the data of the grid, is shown in Figure 8, for the physical grid simulation and the DT grid simulation.

Various simulations and tests were performed to validate the observer modeling, parameter estimation, HiL coupling, and overall performance of the hierarchical DTs. The tests were designed to evaluate the ability of the system to capture the behavior of the grid in different scenarios accurately.

First, the steady-state conditions between the leading simulation and the resulting grid DT were analyzed to verify the system’s principal functionality. Second, the dynamic behavior of the system was examined by introducing a load step at a single network node of the leading simulation and monitoring the voltage drop at the adjacent node. This allowed...
for an assessment of the ohmic-inductive voltage dependence of the load resulting in a corresponding load change, with voltage drops or rises.

The third focus of the tests was to evaluate the time delays in the calculation of the node DTs and the data transmission to the simulation. To do this, a UDP communication path was established between the leading and DT grid simulations. By introducing a voltage drop in the leading simulation and coupling it to a trigger signal via the second signal path, it was possible to measure the time delay between the direct-coupled trigger and the appearance of the event in the DT grid.

5. Results in Laboratory Setup
5.1. Results of the DT Grid: Steady-State Conditions

To investigate the DT grid’s general behavior and the simulation’s accuracy, steady-state conditions were compared between the physical grid simulation and the DT grid. The experimental test scenario started with a steady-state condition in both systems. The aim of the first test was to show the response of the grid nodes within both systems regarding a voltage increase. The event was triggered by a load drop at a neighboring node of the monitored node. Secondly, more grid scenarios were tested to validate that different loads and feed-ins were correctly aligned. To do this, the loads and feed-ins of the physical grid simulation were varied to generate voltage steps between $+/−10\%$ of the nominal voltage. The behavior of both systems was recorded and compared.

First, Figure 9 shows the behavior in terms of active power in response to a voltage increase. The graphs show the active power and voltages of the grid node in the physical grid simulation and the observer-based DT grid.

![Comparison of results before and after event](image)

**Figure 9.** Results of active power consumption (b) following a voltage increase (a) for measured values of the simulated physical grid ($P, U$) and the DT grid ($P_{obs}, U_{obs}$).

The voltage signal results show a reasonable replication of the measured signals. After a delay of about 1 s, the model followed the leading signal and reached the steady state conditions. This implies that the load drop of the grid node to introduce the voltage event was tracked well. The active power signals also showed a good tracking of the steady-state conditions. Due to the ohmic-inductive behavior of the grid node, the power consumption went up with the increasing voltage. The estimated DT model could reproduce this behavior. The dynamic transition between the event and the steady state can be stepwise, which was also produced with the DT model. The oscillations in the $P_{obs}$ signal occurred due to the HiL coupling of the system and were an effect of the interface and time delays. The signal curve of $P_{obs}$ showed a decrease in a stepped manner due to the HiL coupling and cycle times for the observer model. The simulation remained at the last setpoint until
the new value was calculated and transmitted to the simulation. Depending on the time reference in the model, the cycle time of the observer must be varied. In terms of steady-state conditions, the oscillations and stepped decrease were insignificant for the overall results. For integrating high bandwidth data, like harmonics, the interface algorithms must be extended to compensate for these effects. The voltage and model behavior of the system showed an exemplary mapping of the original system state. The voltage drop followed the leading signal with a short time delay. The steady-state condition of the DT grid equaled the physical grid simulation.

Second, Figure 10 shows the active and reactive power of the measured signals and the observer’s results in terms of the active and reactive power for the different setpoints on a single grid node.

![Figure 10. Results of active (a) and reactive (b) power for simulated physical grid (P, U) and the DT grid (P_{obs}, U_{obs}).](image)

The results of the different scenarios show that the condition of each grid state was calculated. The Kalman filter correctly estimated the parameters of the model to reproduce the active and reactive power. The steady-state conditions complied for every scenario with the values of the physical grid. The estimated values for the node-specific DTs showed the same response in the transition period between the event and steady state in the DT grid simulation. The root-mean-square-error (RMSE) between the physical grid simulation and the observer-based DT grid shows temporary deviations between both measurements. Error spikes can be seen at the beginning of the steps, which result from the HiL-coupled RT simulation. Due to the interface algorithm, the error spikes reduce fast to zero and are insignificant compared to the connected powers of the nodes.

Overall, the analysis of the simulations shows promising results in terms of reproducing the steady-state conditions. Each grid node’s active and reactive power could be reproduced in the DT grid simulation. In addition, the voltages of the DT grid simulation follow the measurements of the physical grid simulation.

5.2. Results of the DT Grid: Dynamic Behavior

The dynamic behavior of the grid node in terms of voltage dependency for active and reactive power is a key component of the system. To track this behavior, the DT can provide information beyond standard measurements and can calculate more details on the grid state.

The test scenario also started with steady-state conditions in both systems. The implementation of the physical grid simulation included a configuration for the dynamic load behavior \( P(U) \) and \( Q(U) \). To test the parameter estimation of the Kalman filter, a voltage drop at a neighboring node was introduced into the system. As a result, the observed load changed the active and reactive power value according to the voltage dependence.
voltage event was varied around the nominal voltage to generate a characteristic of the model’s behavior. The behavior of both systems was recorded and evaluated.

The following Figure 11 shows the dependency $P(U)$ and $Q(U)$ for the physical grid simulation and the observer model.

![Dynamic voltage behavior $P(U) \& Q(U)$](image)

**Figure 11.** Results of the calculation for the dynamic behavior of the grid nodes for active power (a) and reactive power (b).

The graph for the active power indicates a perfect match between the measured and estimated values. The active power change was nearly the same for every voltage variation in both simulations. The deviations between the configured and the observed load are at a minimum level. Considering the regression between the setpoints, nearly no deviation is noticeable. The reactive power results also show suitable matches, especially around the nominal voltage. The deviations rise with increasing or decreasing voltage of the system.

Overall, the estimation of system dynamics with the Kalman filter shows realistic values to track the system behavior. The estimated parameters can rebuild the characteristics of the monitored grid node. An issue that can arise is that there is a need to match the global parameters of the dynamic behavior to the measured system. The estimated parameters fit the dynamic characteristics of the physical grid nodes, but it is questionable that these values are the globally correct values. The tested scenarios allowed the assumption that the estimated values were in the range of the real values. Further development must be done to ensure the values can come as near as possible to the real characteristics. A possible solution to obtain a more secure parameter set is the integration of intelligent limits for each model parameter. This could be based on prior knowledge of the loads and feed-ins of the underlying grid, or could be processed during operation.

### 5.3. Time Delays for Communication and Processing Grid Information

Another important system parameter is the cycle time of the RTI. This time represents the complete data acquisition, transmission, and processing process between the measurement in the physical grid and the forwarding of the value into the DT grid simulation. An additional trigger signal was set via a UDP connection between the physical grid simulation and the DT grid to measure this system parameter. The physical grid simulation sends the trigger signal at the exact same time when a load change occurs. Figure 12 shows the reception of the trigger signal (upper graph) and power signals (lower graph), both measured at the DT grid simulation.
The measured time delay between the physical grid simulation and the DT grid for this signal exchange corresponds to 402.2 ms. This time delay varied between ~350 ms and ~500 ms during the simulation. The variations occurred due to the calculation times of the parameter estimation and the further processes within the RTI. The lower graph shows the values for active and reactive power of one grid node; both signals are received and processed in the simulation during the same time step. This applies to all other input signals of the DT grid simulation. Therefore, it can be assumed that the communication does not introduce any additional delays between the individual signals.

Process times are a limiting factor in scaling the system to analyze grids with large extents and large numbers of nodes. Two factors must be considered when determining the DT for these grids. First, the simulation time within the RT simulation must be smaller than the time step itself. To ensure this, it is necessary to make sure that sufficient computing power is available to simulate the network. By calculating the node behavior in the RTI, the required simulation time is slightly reduced, because the simulation does not have to process the model parameters itself. Second, the processing time in the RTI must be suitable to update the model parameters faster than the time basis of modeled characteristics. Since the observer computation is a parallel process, it is scalable to large grids, assuming the base system has sufficient processing power.

6. Conclusions

Fundamental changes in energy production, distribution, and consumption drive the transformation of the energy system. Distribution grids are facing this transformation due to the increasing penetration of renewable energy sources and the changing load characteristics resulting from the transformation of the mobility and heating sectors. There is a growing need for digitalization and automation in distribution networks to meet these challenges. This can enable more efficient and reliable distribution grid management, along with better monitoring and control of the assets. Grid transparency features regarding monitoring, load and feed-in characteristics, and topology are key features to support future energy transmission and distribution systems. The Digital Twin approach combines system data with online measurements to create a digital replica of the physical system.

Figure 12. Time delay between trigger signal (up) from physical grid simulation and related signal input in DT grid (down).
The developed hierarchical Digital Twin of a distribution system describes the transfer of the actual grid state into an online coupled RT simulation. The result is a Digital Twin grid simulation that reflects the behavior of the physical grid. Based on measured data, local clients densify the grid state in the field and provide it for further calculations to match the dynamic behavior. In preparation for the simulation, node-specific Digital Twins were developed to capture the dynamic behavior of each node. The parameters of the exponential recovery load model were estimated using Kalman filters to track the voltage dependence characteristics in the Digital Twin grid simulation. A Hardware-in-the-Loop setup was established to connect the Digital Twin nodes into a vendor-agnostic RT simulation system. The resulting Digital Twin grid processed the node information with RT simulation, providing a powerful platform for monitoring, testing, and validating grid automation and commissioning to assist grid operation and planning.

The developed system was tested in different validation setups to evaluate the results regarding overall steady-state replication, tracking of dynamic behavior, and time delays between the physical grid and the Digital Twin grid simulation. To provide initial traceable data, the lab setup included a second RT platform that replaced the grid monitoring and fed the system with grid information. The results of the investigations show an excellent replication of the real system. Steady-state conditions were transferred with minimal deviation. The time delay between the physical grid simulation and the Digital Twin grid simulation varied between ~350 ms and ~500 ms, which is fast enough to provide data for SCADA systems. Regarding the dynamic voltage dependence of grid nodes, the results indicate good replication for the system parameter estimated with the Kalman filter. The characteristics of active and reactive power can be mapped and compared with the input data of the leading simulation, and only minor differences were found. Further developments are forthcoming, as we intend to reflect on the issues about a global parameter set of estimation with the Kalman filter by adding more information about the system. Furthermore, the model basis will be increased to include more specific behavior of the grid nodes in Digital Twins.
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